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Tired of trying to build your own inspection forms and filling out N/A answers on your current forms? 
✓ NFPA compliant inspection forms unique to multiple standard editions. 

✓ Forms customizable for each location, State and Local requirements, AHJ approval and even Joint Commission 
compliance. 

 

Differentiate your inspection business from your competition. 

✓ Professionally generated reports keep your inspection results organized, legible and shareable with options for software 

file types. 
 

Building good-will with customers and AHJ’s! 

✓ ASURiO’s reports include clearly defined deficiencies with specific NFPA standard code references and the ability to 

attach pictures and additional responses specific to each deficiency. 
 

Mobile field efficiency 

✓ Inspection software guides technicians in the field with question sets pertaining only to the frequencies and types of 

systems being inspected. 

✓ Question sets can be organized by areas and locations within buildings along with ability for team inspections 
 

Mobile Team Inspections 

✓ Field software run on mobile devices with the ability for more than one technician to collaboratively inspect different 

areas of the same building at the same time. 
 

Handling Observations 

✓ Option to record and report observations found during an inspection that are outside the scope of an applicable NFPA 

standard with disclaimer language to clearly segregate observations from any found deficiencies. 
 

Say goodbye file cabinets! 

✓ Keep all your inspections data in one central location with ability to reference previous inspection data in the field 

allowing quick and accurate comparisons of testing results over time. 
 

Looking for more service work? 

✓ Deficiency Management Tool centralizes deficiencies in-house giving your service division instant visibility for prompt 

service/T&M quotes with accurate, detailed work orders and ability to easily dispatch the job. 

 

ASURiO is more than mobile software, it is an inspection management tool.  Through tracking customer contract dates, pinpoint 

search capabilities for upcoming, past and currently due jobs, the ability to prompt inspectors in the field with instructions and 

more, ASURiO’s software is designed to work for you.  Customizable features located throughout the software allow your 

company to build solutions based on your specific needs, while also taking advantage of the quick and easy built-in reporting and 

ASURiO designed tools. 

Interested in on-line demonstration?  Please email Kelly Murphy at 

kmurphy@asurio.com or call 877-444-1488 x1330.  Thank you! 
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